We present the Ðrst in a series of papers describing the X-ray properties of a sample of 18 Seyfert 1 galaxies, using data obtained by ASCA. The imaging data reveal a number of serendipitous hard X-ray sources in some source Ðelds, but none contribute signiÐcantly to the hard X-ray Ñux of the active galactic nuclei. All but one of the Seyferts show evidence for variability on timescales of minutes to hours, with the amplitude anticorrelated with the source luminosity, conÐrming previous results. In at least eight sources there is evidence that the variability amplitude below 2 keV is greater than that in the hard X-ray band, perhaps indicating variable components other than the power law in the soft band. Ultrarapid variability, implying signiÐcant power at frequencies greater than 10~3 Hz is detected in at least Ðve sources but is difficult to detect in most cases, because of the sampling and signal-to-noise ratio. In Mrk 766 and MCG [6-30-15 there is also an indication that the high-frequency power spectra are variable in shape and/or intensity. There is similar evidence in NGC 4151 but on longer timescales.
INTRODUCTION
The Ariel V and HEAO 1 surveys showed that the brightest class of active galactic nuclei (AGNs) in the hard X-ray band are nearby Seyfert 1 galaxies. While it is unclear whether or not such sources are representative of the AGN phenomenon in general, the high signal-to-noise ratio enables them to be studied in most detail in the X-ray band.
Long term (days to years) variability is a property of these sources established early in the history of X-ray astronomy (e.g., Warwick, & Pounds with Marshall, 1981) , variations in amplitude of factors up to 1 order of magnitude being common. Only two sources showed evidence for more rapid variability in the HEAO 1 or Einstein data ; NGC 4051 et al. and NGC 6814 (Marshall 1983 ) (Tennant & Mushotzky In the latter case, the variability is 1983). most likely to be due to a nearby cataclysmic variable et al. (Madejski 1993) . Long duration, uninterrupted X-ray observations of AGNs were Ðrst a †orded by EXOSAT , which showed that the previous lack of detection was caused primarily by low signal-to-noise ratio and observation duration. EXOSAT Ïs highly elliptical orbit eliminated constraints due to Earth occultation and SAA passage for up to four days. Examination of the light curves from short (D20,000 s) observations showed that rapid variability was common, contrary to the conclusions from low Earth orbit satellites. (e.g., et al. Turner, & Warwick Lawrence 1985 ; Pounds, In a study of a sample of 48 Seyfert galaxies, at least 1986). 30% showed clear rapid X-ray variability (Turner 1988) .
EXOSAT also provided the Ðrst evenly sampled light curves of AGNs, and therefore an opportunity to estimate the power-density spectrum (PDS) to reasonable accuracy. The PDS can be used to identify characteristic timescales in the variability, which might be related to physical sizes in the source. However, early e †orts showed scale-invariant Lawrence (1993) EXOSAT "" long-look ÏÏ observations and found that the power-spectrum slopes were consistent with a mean value of a \ 1.55^0.09. Using di †erent techniques, Green, McHardy, & Lehto presented similar results for a (1993) larger sample and found a \ 1.7^0.5. However, both sets of authors presented evidence that the amplitude of the PDS depends on the source luminosity, conÐrming a similar result based on the doubling timescale given by Barr & Mushotzky et al. also reported that (1986) . Green (1993) the low-energy (LE) power spectra of two sources were steeper than the medium-energy (ME) spectra. It is still unclear whether there are any characteristic timescales in the X-ray variability of AGNs. With the best example of a periodicity, NGC 6814, having evaporated, the strongest evidence is of quasi-periodic oscillations in the EXOSAT power spectra of NGC 5548 and NGC 4051 & (Papadakis Lawrence These observations await conÐrma-1993, 1995) . tion with other satellites. Unfortunately, all the data taken since the demise of EXOSAT have been sampled unevenly. When combined with the relatively high Poisson noise level associated with sources of this strength, further progress in our knowledge of the power spectra has been severely hampered.
After introducing our sample in and our analysis°2 methods in we discuss the ASCA imaging data in°3,°4. We demonstrate the hard X-ray emission we describe here is consistent with an origin in a pointlike source centered on the optical galaxy and is therefore associated with the AGNs, rather than some contaminating source. The time dependence of the X-ray emission of our Seyfert 1 galaxies is discussed in Finally, we discuss our results in°5.°6.
THE SAMPLE
Here we present an analysis of ASCA observations of Seyfert 1 galaxies performed prior to 1994 May 1. All such observations are now available in the public archives. We deÐne Seyfert 1 galaxies as AGNs at redshifts z \ 0.05, with Lockman 1992 ; Murphy (1996 ) Dickey (1990 .
FIG. 1.ÈHistograms of the X-ray luminosity (top) and redshift (bottom) for our sample of Seyfert 1 galaxies. The source are chosen to have redshift z \ 0.05 but cover wide range of L X predominantly broad lines, as indicated by the Seyfert 1.0È 1.5 classiÐcation. We recognize that these distinctions are somewhat arbitrary and that our sources do not comprise a complete sample. In the early stages of any mission, the tendency is for the brightest X-ray sources to be observed, hence our sample consists primarily of hard X-ray selected AGNs from the HEAO 1 "" Piccinotti sample ÏÏ et (Piccinotti al.
The majority have been studied extensively in the 1982). hard X-ray band by HEAO 1 EXOSAT (Mushotzky 1984) , & Pounds and Ginga & Pounds (Turner 1989) , (Nandra Analyses of higher redshift and narrow-line AGNs 1994). will be presented elsewhere. Our sample consists of 18 sources and is listed in Histograms of the redshift Table 1 . and X-ray luminosity distributions are shown in Figure 1 . The luminosities were calculated assuming a power-law Ðt to the spectra, km s~1 Mpc~1 and H 0 \ 50 q 0 \ 0.5. As our intention is to study the mean properties of the sample we do not include a detailed discussion of individual sources. However, we note that many of these observations have already been published in the literature and direct the reader to the references noted in for analyses of the Our ASCA SIS data were obtained in one of two data modes (known as FAINT and BRIGHT), one of three clocking modes (1, 2, or 4 CCD modes) depending on the number of CCD chips being read out and one of three telemetry modes (LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH bit rates). A given observation invariably contains a mixture of these modes. Analysis of FAINT mode data alone allows correction for Dark Frame Error (DFE) and "" echo ÏÏ e †ects (Otani & Dotani which permits utilization of the maximum 1994), energy resolution of the instruments. However, they cannot then be combined with the BRIGHT mode data. Thus, if signal-to-noise ratio is a more important consideration than spectral resolution, the FAINT data can be converted into a format identical to the BRIGHT mode data and thus the two types of data can be combined. Combining data taken in di †erent clocking modes can cause problems in the analysis, due to di †erent background and CCD zero levels and are generally not combined. In principle telemetry modes can be combined.
The vast majority of the GIS data described here were taken in so-called PH mode, which provides the maximum energy and spatial resolution.
Our data were obtained from the US public archive (located at the HEASARC, NASA/GSFC).
shows Table 2 the observation catalog. A total of 30 observations were made of our sources, where we deÐne an "" observation ÏÏ as a distinct dataset within the archive. The starting point for our analysis were the "" raw ÏÏ event Ðles from the database. These were created from the original telemetry Ðle and have been corrected to produce linearized detector coordinates, gain corrected pulse-height values and sky coordinates determined from the spacecraft attitude. Furthermore, the SIS FAINT data have been converted to both BRIGHT mode format and an alternative form corrected for DFE and echo e †ects and compressed in PHA space, so-called BRIGHT2 data. In cases where the majority of the data were taken in FAINT mode, we adopted the BRIGHT2 data. Otherwise we combined the FAINT mode data with the BRIGHT mode, to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. The data modes we used are listed in the fourth column of
In the case of mixed clocking modes, we chose only Table 2 . that mode with the highest exposure time. This is tabulated in brackets after the data mode. The exception to this is MCG [2-58-22, where we used the 2 CCD mode data, as even though the exposure time in 4 CCD mode was marginally greater, 2 CCD mode is better calibrated. We excluded periods where telemetry saturation caused severe data dropouts. These usually occurred with 4 CCD mode data in LOW bit rate and such data were generally avoided, although in one case saturation occurred in 1 CCD mode and another in MEDIUM bit-rate. Otherwise, we combined the LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH bit-rate data.
We applied data selection and cleaning algorithms using the ASCASCREEN script supplied with the FTOOLS/ XSELECT package version 3.4.
shows the selection Table 3 criteria which were applied to the data sets, unless otherwise noted in
Flexible criteria (such as BR -EARTH, Table 2 . ELV, and ANG -DIST) were determined from an examination of the housekeeping data. For the SIS, the constraints on BR -EARTH and ELV were determined from an inspection of the SIS event rates (for the on-source chip : SIS0 chip 1 or SIS1 chip 3) as a function of these parameters. A marked increase in the event rate is observed below the angle where signiÐcant contamination occurs. In cases where the the attitude (ANG -DIST) varied wildly (by ?1@) during the majority of the observation, that observation was rejected. In two observations, the attitude was relatively stable, but the angle between the source and pointing position often exceeded the default criterion of ANG -DIST \ 0.01 used by ASCASCREEN resulting in unacceptable data loss. In these cases we allowed ANG -DIST \ 0.02. Finally, we applied the standard algorithm to remove "" hot ÏÏ and "" Ñickering ÏÏ pixels from the SIS data.
The exposure times for the screened events Ðles are listed in the Ðfth column of
We have excluded obser- Table 2 . vations where the exposure in either SIS was less than 10 ks to ensure a similar baseline for timing analysis and sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for spectral analysis. 
SPATIAL ANALYSIS
After extracting the event Ðles we accumulated and examined the images for each instrument. The source centroids were generally within D1@ of the optical position of the Galaxy which is consistent with the positional (Fig. 2) , uncertainty due to attitude reconstruction errors (Gotthelf & Ishibashi Mrk 335 and NGC 4051 have larger 1996) . o †sets Nonetheless, in both cases we are conÐdent (D1@ .5). that the AGNs are the sources of the X-rays observed by ASCA, as the ROSAT PSPC positions, which are more accurate than those derived from the SIS, are consistent with the optical nuclei and show no other bright sources within the SIS point-spread function (PSF).
We did not Ðnd any evidence for extended emission, although this is not surprising considering the width of the PSF. Even at the distance of the closest galaxy, the halfpower diameter (HPD) corresponds to a distance of D5 kpc, much larger than the expected size of the nuclear X-ray source. Visual inspection of the SIS and GIS images revealed six Ðelds with evidence for sources other than the target. These are listed in In all cases these were Table 4 . much weaker than the Seyfert and did not cause any serious problems in analysis. Other, even weaker sources may be present in the images, but the presence of the central target, which is in general very bright, makes the application of point-source searching algorithms difficult. We have not therefore attempted any more sophisticated spatial analysis, but naturally we avoided the visible contaminating sources when choosing source and background regions. Because of small calibration di †erences between the SIS chips, we restricted our analysis to the primary on-source chip for each SIS (SIS0 chip 1 and SIS1 chip 3). In most cases we used a circular extraction cell for the source region, typically 3@È4@ in radius. However, in cases where the source centroid was close to the gap between SIS chips, a circular extraction cell resulted in an unacceptable loss of counts. In these cases we employed rectangular extraction cells of a similar area. Background for the SIS was estimated using polygonal regions at the edge of the same chip. For the GIS, the analysis was generally simpler and in all cases we adopted a circular source region centered on the AGNs. Background counts were taken from source-free regions.
TIMING ANALYSIS
Initially, light curves of the source region were constructed for each observation using the XRONOS package. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, we combined the SIS0 and SIS1 detectors when analyzing the SIS data ; we also combined GIS2 with GIS3. In order to maximize the light curve data thus obtained, we initially accumulated a light curve in 128 s bins, requiring all such bins to be fully exposed in both instruments (SIS0/SIS1 or GIS2/GIS3). This ensured that sufficient counts were obtained in each 128 s integration for Gaussian statistics to be appropriate, even when the light curves were split into di †erent energy ranges (see below). We were then able to test for variability by means of a s2 test against the hypothesis that the Ñux was constant. The reduced-s2 values, are quoted in s l 2, for four light curves : SIS0 ] SIS1 full band (0.5È10 Table 5 keV ; col. [5]). We excluded NGC 6814 from this analysis, which was too weak to search for variations on these short timescales. For the remaining sources, variations in the background have a negligible e †ect on our analysis. We estimate that variability of the SIS background would contribute less than 10~4 to the p rms 2 values quoted in and hence a negligible e †ect on the Table 6 s2 values quoted in Table 5 .
For the SIS full-band light curve (col.
[2]), 15 of the 17 objects tested showed short-timescale variability at greater than 99% conÐdence. The exceptions to this are Fairall-9, which showed variability at greater than 95% conÐdence and MCG [2-58-22, which showed no signiÐcant changes. In almost all cases this variability is conÐrmed in the GIS and in the hard and soft bands of the SIS. We conclude that short-timescale variability is extremely common in Seyfert 1 galaxies, albeit at low amplitude in some cases. The full-band SIS light curves are shown in and Figure 3 , demonstrate a rich diversity of variability characteristics. For example, the individual sources exhibit di †erent amplitudes of variability. To quantify this further, we have calculated the normalized "" excess variance,ÏÏ of each light p rms 2 curve. We designate the count rates for the N points in each light curve as with errors We further deÐne k as the X i , p i . unweighted, arithmetic mean of the Then, X i .
The error on asymptotically for large N, is given by p rms 2 , (M. G. Akritas 1996, private communication)
i.e., the variance of the quantity These
As noted by & Papa- Table 6 . Lawrence dakis depends on the observation length. A (1993) p rms 2 , more rigorous approach would be to deÐne the amplitude and slope of the PDS. Unfortunately, however, such an analysis is extremely difficult with unevenly sampled data, as a †orded by low-Earth satellites such as ASCA. We justify our use of as a measure of the variability power by p rms 2 noting that the is correlated with the power-spectrum p rms 2 normalization in the EXOSAT data & Papa- (Lawrence dakis and that our observations are not radically 1993) di †erent in duration There are clear di †erences (Table 6) . between the sources. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4 , shows a strong anticorrelation with X-ray luminosity, p rms 2 conÐrming the previous results (see Note that the dura-°6). tion of the observation, , is not correlated with lumit D nosity. We Ðnd but with a substantial p rms 2 P L X 0.71B0.03 scatter, particularly for the objects around ergs L X D 1043 s~1. We note with interest, and discuss later, the fact that NGC 4151 shows evidence for changes in at di †erent p rms 2 epochs.
We have also employed the energy resolution of the SIS detectors to compare for two separate energy bands. p rms 2 We compare the hard band (2È10 keV) and soft band (0.5È 2.0 keV) variability in There is clearly a strong Figure 5 . correlation. However, we Ðnd that the amplitude of variability in the soft band is often greater than in the hard band. This implies spectral variability for these sources.
In we show tests against the constant hypothesis Table 7 for light curves in 5760 s bins (D1 orbit) for all our observations. The sources show even stronger evidence for variability on these Dhr timescales, in all instruments and energy ranges. We were also able to test for variability in NGC 6814 on this timescale, but no evidence for signiÐcant Ñux changes was found. The values are not quoted for these p rms 2 light curves as there are generally insufficient points to make the error bars meaningful.
High-Frequency V ariability
The high signal-to-noise ratio of our ASCA data allows us, in principle, to explore the PDS in a regime not accessible to EXOSAT . Above a frequency of D10~3 Hz, the latter data were dominated by Poisson noise. The low background rate of the ASCA detectors should allow us to go beyond this point into the regime where we might expect FIG. 3 .ÈLight curves for the sources in our sample, in 128 s bins, for the combined SIS data in the 0.4È10 keV range. The time axis is in modiÐed julian date, mJD-40000. NGC 6814 has been excluded due to its low count rate. The y-axis is scaled to the mean value, to allow comparison of the variability amplitudes, with ymax \ 2\mean and ymin \ mean/4, except for NGC 4051 where the amplitude of variability is so large that we have had to increase these limits by 50%. Most objects show variability on this timescale and also on longer (Dhr) timescales (see Tables and  5  7) . cuto †s due to the fundamental size scale of the X-ray source. However, the uneven sampling prevents construction of a reliable periodogram from our data. Indeed, as noted before, even the values quoted above are suscepp rms 2 tible to scatter because of the sampling patterns. We have tested for the presence of very rapid variability using light curves of the source accumulated in 32 s bins, in the SIS full band. Even for the weakest sources each bin contains D20 counts, allowing Gaussian statistics to be applied (although once again, we excluded NGC 6814 from the analysis). We searched for contiguous segments with Ðve or more bins in each 32 s light curve and performed a s2 test against a constant hypothesis for each segment, Ñagging each time the probability of obtaining that s2 by chance was less than 1%. The results are shown in We Ðnd at least one Table 8 . "" variable ÏÏ segment (at greater 99% conÐdence) in 10/23 observations and 9/17 of the sources. However, given that there are typically several tens of segments tested for each observation, the chance of spurious detections is fairly high. We consider there to be Ðrm evidence for ultrarapid variability if two or more segments show an unacceptable s2, which is true in 5/17 sources. Unsurprisingly, these tend to be the sources with the largest overall variability amplitudes.
For those sources with signiÐcant variability on these short timescales, we also tested the hypothesis that the highfrequency PDS was constant in shape and intensity. We achieved this by calculating the excess variance for contiguous segments constructed to have the same duration. If the process producing the variability were statistically stationary, we would then expect these values to be constant. p rms 2 Given that our prescription for the error bars on the excess variance is only valid in the limit of large N, we used only segments with greater than 30 points. This requirement meant that we could not test the constancy hypothesis in NGC 4051 and NGC 3227 since there were no such segments in the SIS light curve. The s2 values and the probabilities of obtaining them are given in columns (5) While these are expected by chance, they may be exaggerating the signiÐcance in this case.
DISCUSSION
We have presented ASCA imaging and timing data for a sample of Seyfert 1 galaxies, most of which were originally detected by large-beam X-ray instrumentation. The ASCA images demonstrate that, aside from the now infamous case of NGC 6814, and despite the lack of spatial resolution of these previous instruments, the Seyfert galaxies identiÐed in the Ariel V and HEAO 1 surveys are indeed the sources of variability amplitude in the soft band (0.5È2 keV) versus FIG. 5.Èp rms 2 that in the hard band (2È10 keV) of the SIS. The dashed line shows a 1 : 1 relationship. In a number of cases, the amplitude of variability in the soft X-ray band appears to be greater than in the hard X-rays. This implies some spectral variability.
hard X-ray emission. There are weak contaminating sources in some cases, but none which have a measurable impact on our current analysis or seem likely to have contaminated previous observations signiÐcantly.
Our sources show variability to be very common, albeit at very low amplitudes for some objects. This emphasizes the need for high signal-to-noise ratio observations ; this low-level variability was missed with most previous instrumentation. The rms variability amplitude is strongly anticorrelated with the X-ray luminosity of the source, but there excess (e.g., & Pounds such excesses are also Turner 1988 ; clearly evident in a number of these spectra ; see Paper III).
We Ðnd evidence that NGC 4151 shows changes in p rms 2 in apparent contradiction to the suggestion that the process producing the variability is statistically stationary et (Green al. & Lawrence & Papa-1993 ; Papadakis 1995) . Lawrence dakis also found changes in between obser-(1993) p rms 2 vations of NGC 4151, but as they showed, the power spectra for those observations are consistent. Indeed, we Ðnd here that the longest observation of NGC 4151(2) has the highest variance, which we expect as we are sampling the longer timescales. Interestingly, however, a comparison of observations 4 and 5 show the latter to have a higher variance, despite a shorter duration. This suggests that the shape and/or normalization of the power spectrum changes at di †erent epochs. The other sources with multiple observations do not show clear evidence for variations in p rms 2 , when the observation durations are taken into account.
We found evidence for variability power on frequencies higher than D10~3 Hz for Ðve sources. In two cases there is also a suggestion that the variability amplitude changes during the observation. This indicates that the highfrequency PDS in these sources is not constant. A variable PDS might imply changes in fundamental timescales in the source. At the high frequency end, this might be related to the size scale of the X-ray producing region(s). Our observations suggest that it might be fruitful to pursue the study of the PDS in the 10~3È10~2 Hz range with future instrumentation.
Note added in manuscript.ÈFollowing the acceptance of this paper, we became aware of the work of & AbramoBao wicz who explain the anticorrelation of variability (1996) amplitude with X-ray luminosity in terms of inclination e †ects in the "" bright-spot ÏÏ model of et al. Abramowicz Their hypothesis is that, for highly inclined accretion (1991) . disks, the X-ray luminosity is smaller and the Doppler factors higher, resulting in the observed correlation. Their model provides an explanation for both the anticorrelation and the form of the power spectra and presents an interesting alternative to the models discussed above.
